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❑
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Appetizers, Beverages
Soups, Salads ❑ Breads, Rolls
Vegetables
❑ Desserts
Main Dishes ❑ Miscellaneous

❑ Other ____________________________________

❑ Diabetic ❑ Quick and Easy ❑ Freezes Well

❑ Gluten-Free ❑ Heart Healthy

❑ Heirloom ❑

❑

❑

Pets

International

❑ Kids Recipes

❑ Cancer Ribbon ❑ Slow Cooker

F

❑

In Memory

❑ Hot and Spicy ❑

Vegetarian

Low Fat
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INGREDIENTS
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METHOD

Submitted by:
Please include submitter's name as it is to appear in cookbook.

Dear Friend,
Won’t you help us, please? We have decided to publish a community
cookbook filled to the brim with the best recipes from the best cooks in
our community - and we need your favorite recipes! The best news of all?
All of the profits from the sale of the cookbooks will go into our treasury
for our current fundraising project. These 5.5” x 8.5” cookbooks, with
plastic comb binding, will most definitely become a cherished keepsake on
your kitchen shelf!
We would like to have three or four of your favorite recipes as soon as
possible. We will select one or more of your recipes to be included in our
cookbook; your name will even be printed in the cookbook with each of
your own recipes!
Please print carefully or type your recipe on the opposite side of this letter;
submit only one recipe per form. If you would return your recipes to us
within the next week or two, we will be able to consider your recipes for
inclusion in our cookbook.
We are anticipating a great demand for these cookbooks, so we want to be
certain we are ordering enough cookbooks. It would help us immensely if
you would indicate below how many cookbooks you want us to reserve
in your name … remember, if you don’t reserve your copies now, we may
not have a cookbook for you!
Thank you so much for participating in our fundraising efforts.
Please reserve __________ copies.
Signed ______________________________________________________
Phone No. ___________________________________________________

